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Abstract—Human multi-modality information such as audio
(hearing) and visual (sight) or a combination thereof audiovisual
are transferred over communication networks. Yet interacting sense of touch (haptic) and particularly the kinaesthetic
(muscular movement) component has much stricter end-to-end
latency communication requirements between tactile user ends.
The statements in this paper, to enable bi-directional haptic
control, indeed follow the widely accepted understanding that
edge computing is one of the key drivers behind Tactile Internet
aiming to bring control and user plane services closer to where
they are needed. However, with an updated wider analysis of
(pre)standardisation activities that are chartered around Tactile
Internet, this paper highlights the technology gaps and recommends open research topics in this area.
Index Terms—Tactile Internet, B5G, Haptic, Multi-modality,
Ultra-low latency communication, Use Cases, IEEE, 3GPP, IETF,
Standards

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

APTIC information in immersive communication conveying mediated touch (kinaesthetic and/or tactile cues)
over a computer/communication network enables users to feel
the presence of a remote user and to perform social interactions
including handshake, pat, or hug. The application spectrum
for haptic technology extends from social networking, gaming
and entertainment to industry operation, training, and health
care. The bi-directional haptic control system comprises a local
controller user and a remote controlled user. Fig. 1 shows the
local controller domain (including the operator and the haptic
command interface), the tactile network domain (providing the
medium for bi-directional real-time communication between
controller and controlled domains), and the remote controlled
domain (teleoperator and the haptic feedback interface).
Maintaining a human model for remote use involves the
exchange of haptic data (position, velocity, interaction forces,
etc.) and other user modalities (audio, visual, gestures, head
movements and posture, eye contact, facial expressions, user’s
emotion etc.). Typically, haptic information is composed of
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two distinct types of feedback: kinaesthetic feedback (providing information of force, torque, position, velocity, etc.)
and tactile feedback (providing information of surface texture,
friction, etc.). The former is perceived by the muscles, joints,
and tendons of the body. The tactile feedback should be clearly
distinguished from the Tactile Internet (TI) [1], whereas the
former is consumed by the mechanoreceptors of the human
skin. While the exchange of kinaesthetic information closes a
global control loop with stringent latency constraints, this is
typically not the case with the delivery of tactile impressions.
In case of non-haptic control, the feedback is audio/visual
and there is no notion of a closed control loop. In addition
to enabling haptic/non-haptic control/data, the TI aims to
enable an overlay low latency network platform, providing
interoperability over different communication technologies,
with different capabilities, e.g., over 5G Ultra-Reliable LowLatency Communication (URLLC), IEEE Time Sensitive Networking (TSN), etc.

The main contributions of this paper are in two folds: a) we
provide a list of relevant standardisation activities addressing
different aspects of bi-directional haptic communication and
control, b) we highlight the technology gaps and open research
topics to reach to the vision for realisation of the Tactile
Internet and multi-modal communication. The rest of the
paper is organised as follows: Section II discusses the TI
resource sensitive use-cases and requirements and presents
early adaptors of the technology. Section III presents related
standards and bodies addressing different aspects of the TI
technology, mainly on the architecture as well as data level.
Existing technology enablers for a low latency communication
platform are described in Section IV as required for the
haptic data mode to be transmitted or perceived in immersive
applications. Section V highlights research and innovation
opportunities to address the technology gaps to overcome the
limitations as a result of the distance projected by the speed of
light when transmitting sense of touch over a distance. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper and presents recommendations
to the technology providers and standard organisations.

Fig. 1. Overview of Bi-directional Haptic Control [1] [2]

II. R ESOURCE -S ENSITIVE U SE -C ASES A ND
R EQUIREMENTS
The TI will enrich the conventional audio/visual transport
by including the ability of haptic control and by providing a
medium for transporting touch and actuation in real-time. The
TI has a wide spectrum of use cases and applications ranging
from use cases requiring URLLC to ones with infrequent
sampling of haptic data over less stringent networking modes.
In this paper, we focus on resource sensitive use cases,
and define the operational states and technical requirements
in which a Tactile Device (TD) should exist, over the course
of its operation. Several TI use cases are described, and for
each use case scenario, technical challenges, and TI advancements are discussed. The use cases include surgical robotics
(Tele-surgery), remote expert assistance in repairs (Smart
factory), multi-player interactive gaming and Virtual Reality
(VR)/Augmented Reality (AR) interactive applications, and
human communications (Tele-presence).
The main application requirements for delivering bidirectional closed-loop haptic communications and control are
ultra-low latency, high availability, reliability, and security.
From a large range of applications discussed in literature,
based on conducted interviews with different verticals, the
early adopters of haptic technology are expected to be in the
order of following:
•

•

New generation of entertainment: Multiplayer games and
entertainment applications incorporating haptic wearables
with sensory replacement and sensory augmentation capabilities which enrich the interactions between the players in different locations,
Cooperative manufacturing: Remote operation/mentoring
of engineers to work from a safe distance to the hostile
environments where multisensory (including Extended
Reality (XR) and haptic technologies) input is required to
enable the remote expert to perform tasks at the precise

location of the operation, and to guide workers who are
present at the factory,
• Interactive tele-care /tele-surgery: Tele-surgery and telementoring for remote operation in rural areas where security, high reliability and extremely low latency communication is required to interact with haptic data/feedback.
The latency requirement is suggested to be in milliseconds
which represents the human reaction time. Yet for industry and
robotic applications, the sensitivity of control circuits when the
controlling devices move rapidly can require an end-to-end
latency in sub-millisecond [3] per sensor/actuator.
III. R ELATED W ORKS AND S TANDARDS
This section provides an overview of standardisation bodies
that explicitly work on TI specifications or directly relate to TI
through architecture, use cases, focus groups, or study items.
A. IEEE
The IEEE TI Standards Working Group (WG), designated
the numbering IEEE 1918.1, undertakes pioneering work on
the development of standards for the TI as defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in August 2014. The
IEEE TI working groups initiated in 2016 [1] aim to develop
baseline standard addressing the network architecture as well
as haptic codecs for the TI providing a fast, reliable, secure,
and highly available platform, addressing service requirements
of 5G and beyond.
The TI haptic codec standardisation WG provides codecs
for the TI enabling the interoperability of different haptic
(kinaesthetic and tactile) input and output devices as required
to achieve necessary market scale in the realisation of TI
technologies, devices, and applications. Haptic codecs for
TI address TI application scenarios including human in the
loop (e.g., teleoperation/remote touch applications) as well
as machine remote control. They define (perceptual) data
reduction algorithms and schemes for closed loop (kinaesthetic

information exchange) and open loop (tactile information
exchange) communication. Furthermore, specific mechanisms
and protocols for the exchange of the capabilities with respect
to the workspace, the robot arm’s number of Degree of
Freedom (DoF), haptic signal amplitude range, temporal and
spatial resolution of the haptic devices are included in the
IEEE TI standard scope. A fundamental challenge in context
of the Tactile Internet is the development of a standard haptic
codecs family, like the state-of-the-art audio (ITU Telecommunication Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) H.264) and video
(ISO/IEC MPEG-4) codecs [4]. Embracing both kinaesthetic
as well as tactile information, such a codec family would
be a key enabler for scalability at the network edge and the
universal uptake. Furthermore, it introduces a layered approach
to haptic data (comprising multi-modal sensory information),
which would be crucial for operation in typically challenging
wireless environments.
Use case scenarios and requirements, technical assumptions,
definitions, elements, functions, interfaces, and other related
consideration are scoped in the architecture WG. TI architecture also includes the novel aspects and differentiating factors
compared with, e.g., 5G URLLC, where it is noted that the
TI and associated requirements that the standard must serve
to be likely operated as an overlay on other networks or
combinations of networks.
B. IETF
Tactile Internet has been discussed in a number of groups
within IETF, primarily as a use case which demands for
improved networking technologies that satisfy its stringent
resource requirements. A recent draft in INTAREA working
group [5] presents the service requirements for haptic and
Tactile Internet use cases. Activities in Network Function
Virtualisation (NFV) Research Group (NFVRG) suggests that
a combination of radio access and core network components
must be isolated into network slices for addressing specific
requirements of emerging use cases, such as TI services [6].
Computing In the Network Research Group (COINRG) [7]
highlights requirements on in-network computing for providing real-time interactivity for immersive and mobile applications with tactile and time-sensitive data. This includes (but is
not limited to), new internet architectures at the edge for improved performance, innovations enabling joint collaborations,
higher layer protocol optimisation to reduce latency, enabling
multi-stream, multi-device, and multi-destination applications.
A recent submission in DISPATCH working group [8]
introduces haptic data as a top-level haptic media type, and
the recent acceptance of ‘haptics’ as a first-order media
type in ISO Base Media File Format (ISOBMFF), making
it historically the first attempt at registering haptics as a
media format. Making haptics a top-level media type allows
for the definition of data formats for haptic sub-modalities
(e.g., kinaesthetic, vibrotactile) in a more streamlined manner.
Given this development, the authors make a case for haptic
technology to be added to the list of top-level media types
recognised by IETF.

C. 3GPP
From the outset, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
5G System (5GS) was designed to provide service based,
highly reliable (e.g., URLLC,Time Sensitive Communications
(TSC), Edge Computing)low latency communications and
enablers for Industrial Automation, e.g., Network Analytics
and Network Slicing. Although great progress was achieved,
many existing and new Use Case (UC)s still remain to be
addressed, e.g., UCs with stringent requirements, as those
needed to support tactile and multi-modal communication
services over the 5G system. To address these challenges,
3GPP TR 22.847 (multi-modality feature) intends to create a
gap analysis between new potential requirements and existing
requirements and functionalities supported by 3GPP. Especially, for use cases that are immersive real-time experiences,
including closed-loop feedback and control under varying
DoFs.
Requirements for use cases under consideration include
(but are not limited to), parallel transmission of multiple
modality representations associated with the same application.
Also, their reliability, availability, security, privacy, charging,
and the identification of Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
for specific use cases are considered. 3GPP multi-modality
feature provides an example of new requirements motivating
3GPP 5GS enhancements to meet the needs of demanding
applications as those seen in the healthcare industry.
3GPP 5GS concepts, e.g., those explored in 3GPP TR
22.858 address deployments in residential environments, such
as homes and small offices, where both wired and wireless
networks converge. These concepts help us visualise where
these systems may be deployed and where new requirements
lay, including both 3GPP and Non-3GPP Accesses. Services
deployed on fixed/wired networks differ from those deployed
in mobile networks, as mobile devices tend to be addressed
directly, while in fixed networks, devices on a Local Area
Network (LAN) are addressed indirectly, through a gateway,
and they are typically not known to the core network.
In residential/small environments, this gateway is referred to
as evolved Residential Gateway (eRG) (3GPP TR22.858) and
they are considered from a 3GPP System perspective as User
Equipment (UE). Nevertheless, they also provide connectivity and Quality of Service (QoS) handling to other devices
connected behind their realm, e.g., Personal IoT networks
(PIN) (3GPP TR 22.859), which might correspond to sensors
or actuators remotely controlled by e.g., a factory worker or
a physician. It is thus quite possible that in an end-to-end
scenario where a surgeon wearing a tactile glove, which is a
wireless device connected through an eRG, may connect to
actuators in a remote location, far away from the surgeon. In
that case, the eRG at each end of the connection will need
to satisfy reliability and latency constrains, using technologies
that may further extend the existing 5GSs
D. ITU-T
The Focus Group on Technologies for Network 2030, which
concluded its work in Summer 2020, studied the capabilities of

networks for the year 2030 and beyond. The group selected TI
as a representative use case for network 2030, among other use
cases such as holographic type communications and Spaceterrestrial integrated network [3].
IV. E XISTING T ECHNOLOGY E NABLERS AND T ESTBEDS
This section presents the technology enablers for the Local
controller, Remote Controlled and Tactile Network Domains
as depicted in Fig 1. Furthermore, a number of related experimental testbeds are listed with a mapping to the discussed
standards.
A. Unified Data Link
Any device requires a link local networking technology to
communicate with another endpoint that has access to the same
medium independent from its type, e.g., wired, wireless or
optical. With the adoption of IEEE 802.3 - widely known as
Ethernet - as the data link layer protocol for private and industry LANs and eventually as the link layer protocol that runs
the internet, many access technologies for devices followed
suit such as WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, LiFi and 3GPP’s user
plane. Not only does such a unified access technology enable
a rather homogeneous communication environment across a
range of devices, it also lowers the complexity of supporting
a range of data link layers in operating systems based on
their physical layer realisation. More importantly, it allows
TI enabling technologies, such as TSN, to work across all
three TI administrative domains (as illustrated in Fig. 1) for
the delivery of packets in a guaranteed time, which is often
referred to as ”real time”.
B. Advances in Communication Systems
The Network Domain in Fig. 1 illustrates a range of technology areas that are capable to deliver on the TI requirements, as
described in Section II. In the cellular telecommunication area,
5G has paved the way to support URLLC use cases on the user
plane and has even seen the adoption of cloud concepts in their
system architecture, a.k.a. Service-based Architecture (SBA),
in 3GPP TS 23.501, where the realisation of control plane
functions follow cloud native concepts ensuring highly available, flexible and reliable services. Additionally, 5G systems
come with a strong notion of QoS enforcement procedures on
the user plane combined with resource isolation procedures
making it a significant technology enabler for interconnecting
Tactile Edges (if Tactile Devices (TDs) do not operate in the
same Tactile Edge). Furthermore, the concepts around Nonpublic Networks (NPNs) and Network Slicing can be seen as
another technology enabler for TI use cases where the 5G
system is a fine tuned and focused solution for a specific use
case without the need to support a wide range and diverse set
of applications.
C. Edge Computing
Moving services to the cloud has tremendously changed the
landscape of service provisioning, reliability, and scalability.
However, KPIs of sub-5ms latency and 1Gbps per user only

allowed one logical move for services: if the network between
client and servers cannot deliver those KPIs the service must
come closer to the user. Combined with the advances of NFV
and private cloud solutions, edge computing is a key enabler in
the context of TI and offers a programmable and homogeneous
framework to manage compute and virtual instances across
compute infrastructure, topologically or geographically close
to the end user.
D. Terminals
In the local controller domain various sensors, actuators,
display devices are used to provide a realistic haptic interaction with the remote devices in the controlled domain. The
sensor components capture the tele-manipulation instructions
(e.g., kinaesthetic) in the controller domain, and the resulting
changes in the control domain (e.g., haptic feedback), as
shown in Figure 1. Actuators, in both local controller and remote controlled domains, execute the user’s tele-manipulation
instructions. The number of independent coordinates used for
providing the end user experience at the controller domain
(using Human System Interfaces), and for controlling the velocity, position, and the orientation of the controlled devices, is
defined by their DoF. Today, there exist devices with different
DoF capabilities, and they are used for satisfying varying
requirements of use cases [1]. Advanced perceptual coding
as well as resource management/task offloading techniques
may be used for optimising communication and computing
resources.
E. Testbeds, Demonstrations and Trials
This section presents existing TI testbeds, categorising ones
that relate to TI specific standards (IEEE 1918.1) in IV-E1,
and ones that do not in IV-E2.
1) Standards Oriented Testbeds: An Extensible Testbed
for TI Communication (TIXT) [2] implements a generic TI
architecture which is in line with the TI architecture proposed
in IEEE 1918.1 [1] standards working group on TI. By implementing a standards compliant testing environment, it attempts
to create a common ground for testing and evaluating TI
research performed by various groups. TIXT’s implementation
is highly extensible with its loosely coupled components using
standard communication interfaces.
The Haptic Communication Testbed at the Otto-vonGuericke university of Magdeburg (OVGU-HC) [9] provides
a data-driven experimentation platform. OVGU-HC has been
designed targeting TI experiments over small wireless networks as well as long-distance teleoperation scenarios over the
internet. The authors demonstrate that the proposed platform
is capable of implementing protocols and codecs presented in
IEEE 1918.1 standards.
2) Non-Standards Oriented Testbeds: A design approach
has been presented [10] for provisioning TI services in
Virtual Network Function (VNF)-based Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) systems. The authors develop, implement,
and evaluate CALVIN, a low-latency management framework
for distributed Service Function Chaining (SFC). A primary

design choice aims to reduce computing latency by eliminating
the context switching overhead due to shared virtual CPU
between the kernel and user space, by implementing VNFs
either purely in the kernel or user space, instead of utilising
both together. Experimental results performed in a real testbed
indicate that CALVIN can significantly reduce latency.
A Software-defined Networking (SDN)- and NFV-enabled
experimental platform for 5G has been proposed for supporting TI industrial applications [11]. The testbed consists
of three main layers (Backend, Field, and Network). The
backend layer includes OpenStack based cloud resources
where cloud applications are deployed. The network layer
consists of SDN/NVF based industrial networks. The Network
layer interconnects the compute nodes with the field layer
via virtualised Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) gateways
and provides network slicing capabilities to support multiple
applications. The virtualised IIoT gateway interconnects smart
sensors and smart light actuators with the backend cloud. It
also enables to migrate VNFs down to the field, allowing for
services with ultra-low latency requirements to be brought
closer to minimise latency.
TCPSbed [12] presents a design of a testbed for Tactile
Cyber Physical Systems (TCPS). Specifically, TCPS incorporates sensory feedback into CPS. Since, controlling latency and ensuring stability is crucial for TCPS applications,
it allows isolation of latency of individual components of
live applications, fine-grained characterisation of latency and
control performance. Moreover, TCPSbed allows both real
and emulated networks, and applications that mimic realworld embedded components, better emulate varying realistic
conditions.
V. R ESEARCH AND I NNOVATION O PPORTUNITIES
There are a number of potential areas need addressing for
providing interactive haptic experiences within the latency
constraints. In this section, we provide open areas for research
and innovation from data, network, and terminal levels.
A. Haptic Data Transmission and Perception
There are a number of advanced techniques that can be
exploited to support haptic data transmission and perception:
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
techniques allow creating a perception of the sense of touch
within intelligent edge solutions for movement/haptic prediction to reduce latency. The multimodal information in data can
further support predicting the haptic information at the remote
controlled domain either by learning the movement models or
predicting them using audio/visual information to reduce the
perceived latency.
Secure and reliable transport solutions differ for haptic
data. Various low overhead transport protocols are proposed
and implemented by research communities with a few being
standardised by IEEE, 3GPP, and IETF standard organisations
or developed as a proprietary solution. Considering TI as an
overlay network that can run different transport layer protocols

and solutions in each part of the network, this can lead to
interoperability issues which add to the end-to-end delay.
Haptic data has recently been accepted as a first-order
media type in popular media formats such as MPEG ISO
Base Media File Format [8]. Efficient streaming techniques
for transmitting haptic data along with any combination of
existing (e.g., audio/visual) and new media types (e.g., ambience, emotion) must be further investigated (e.g., audio/haptic,
audio/visual/haptic, audio/visual/haptic/emotion). Haptic submodality (e.g., kinaesthetic, touch) aware networking is another advanced open research topic. Haptic feedback can vary
based on the application that it is being used for and the
user interacting with the environment and the tactile device.
Dynamic slice/edge relocation during a session based on the
user experience of haptic feedback (e.g., telepresence of a
family meeting may only use haptic feedback to communicate
emotion), or haptic interaction prediction based on other
data modes (e.g., hug/handshake at the start and end), can
improve the network resource utilisation. Additional signalling
and functionalities are required provide higher cost/resource
intensive slice/edge resources to be used only when needed
during a session.
B. Service-centric System Architecture
The adoption of cloud native principles in 5G systems has
a significant impact on the overarching system design. One
of the key design choices when realising an application in a
cloud native fashion is the separation of routing, monitoring,
analytics, and orchestration from the actual application of
which the main objective is to focus on processing incoming
requests and returning a response accordingly. The naming
ontology of services over the internet, i.e., Fully Qualified
Domain Names (FQDNs), is being used to allow the logical
separation of functions which form the application. Thus, each
client (5G Core (5GC) consumer, UE, TD, gateway node
or client process of a vertical application) is fully aware of
the FQDN of the next function (server) which can serve the
request the client aims to issue.
However, when distributing control or user plane (micro)
services across a range of compute hosts (inside the Tactile
Edge (TE) or inside the Tactile Network domain) and expecting to freely change their lifecycle or even provisioning state,
challenges around fast and scalable name resolution and packet
routing must be addressed.
As the TE can be equipped with a dedicated gateway node,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, the network domain will see the
gateway as the UE(s). This results in a hard boundary between
TDs and the Tactile Network Domain, especially when it
comes to network attachment, mobility, and user authentication
procedures. For the realisation of a service-centric system
architecture that realises everything as a service operating
on top of a connectivity and routing layer, an evolution
of aforementioned boundaries are required to decouple their
functionality from a static binding to a hardware component.

C. Terminal Innovation
New sensory and haptic functionalities required by applications of TI further increases the demand on processing power
required to execute the computation-intensive and low-latency
tasks, while meeting stringent requirements of TI. However,
terminal/tactile devices (TD) today have limited computing
resources, and local processing of such tasks may not meet the
latency requirements of TI. Moreover, devices used by many
TI applications (e.g., robots, drones) contain only a limited
supply of power.
Offloading computation-intensive tasks from such resource
scarce devices to be executed distributively across resources
over various networks (Fog, Edge, Cloud), towards minimising
the response time and power consumption has recently gained
popularity and has been identified as a crucial technique for
improving TI applications [13]. TI computation offloading
frameworks must provide efficient function partitioning and
offloading methods considering new device types (see section
IV-D) of TI applications. Offloading algorithms must aim
for minimising the total time spent on offloading. Moreover,
improved resource allocation and management of resources at
each constituent resource providers (e.g., Radio, Non-Radio,
Computing) in the end-to-end system is paramount to reducing
the total response time when offloading.
The incorporation of various human-system interfaces (TD
in Figure 1) in TI (with specific hardware functionalities)
and the distributed execution of functions are key aspects
of terminal evolution in TI. The dynamic inter-connection of
these distributed functions and TDs can be seen as the composition of various hardware and software functionalities towards
providing/improving the user’s experience. The haptic and bidirectional communication brings consumption of experiences
closer to humans (as opposed to experiences that are consumed
today through mobile devices, for example).
This increasingly distributed and human-centric experiences
that are enabled by TI require new and improved means for
gathering and enforcing QoS and Quality of Experience (QoE)
metrics. Such requirements must be enforced throughout the
distributed system, for improving not only the latency and reliability, but also the user’s haptic, visual, and audio experiences.
However, for ensuring requirements in more dynamic scenarios where systems must adapt to satisfy/maintain requirements,
dynamic methods for capturing both objective and subjective
metrics of user experiences must be provided.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Advancements in haptic technology, including high levels of
co-presence in real time, which demand ultra-reliable low latency platforms over distance, offer high quality interpersonal
communication experiences remotely. In this paper, we have
provided an overview of the TI research and developments
in view of addressing further advancements required in the
domain for realisation of the bi-directional haptic control
capabilities in relevant industrial, entertainment and healthcare
use cases. We have presented the related standardisation activities for haptic communication, mainly by 3GPP, IEEE and

IETF. A number of existing testbeds are discussed and categorised according to the standards used in the implementation.
Considering the existing technology enablers, we highlight
a number of open areas of research that a) are required for
the interoperability between the discussed standards in order
to realise a communication platform within millisecond and
sub-milliseconds latency depending on the use case requirements, b) highlight advancements in other technologies (e.g.,
AI/ML) that can support improvement in haptic control and
multi-modality scenarios, c) present terminal innovations that
can evolve into immersive experiences and communications
including bi-directional haptic control.
While there are a number of activities in the standardisation
organisations, TI is not in the forefront in many Standard
Development Organisation (SDO) groups and is exploited
mostly as a use case. Further consistency and coordination
across the various groups are required to establish and bring
the various efforts by SDOs under one umbrella.
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